New YMCA Officers Installed in Ceremony

The Caltech YMCA installed its new executive board on Monday afternoon in Dabney Lounge. The new officers are: Treasurer: John Fee, National Representative. The new officers were introduced at the installation ceremony.

IRE Nominations Declared Open Now

The Caltech Student chapter of the Institute of Radio Engineers was recognized by the national organization. According to its constitution, the chapter will hold its first meeting in April. The election date is to be announced later.

Nominations for the two posts (chairman and secretary-treasurer) are now open and must be submitted to C. A. Birnmy or Charles Smidt, the retiring officers.

Campus Calendar

March

TUESDAY, MAR. 27
Union Library - 1st Call at 7:30 p.m., 2nd Call at 9 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MAR. 28
National Science Week - 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in Fesrer Building

THURSDAY, MAR. 29
SEIDEN GETS AWARD
J. Calvin Brown, Regional Vice President of ANSE presenting the 1951-52 Seiden Medal. Full length of article may be found on Page 3.

SEIDEN TAKES TOP HONORS
In Southwestern ASME Meet.

Visiting Delegates Welcomed by Lindvall, Poindexter,

La Belle, F. D. Brown, Colwell, N. D. Colwell

The ninth annual convention of the Southern Branch of the Pacific Southwestern Group of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers was held in Los Angeles, Calif., February 24-25. The meeting was attended by 625 members.

Cement, Cast Iron Pipe

Movies Showed ASME

The student chapter of the AMSE was shown two movies at its meeting last Thursday, one on the manufacture and use of cement, the other on the methods of placing cast iron pipe. Both films were described as well done and educational.

THE TECH WANTS A PICTURE OF YOUR QUEEN

Stirling to Speak to Tomorrow

A Tide In the Affairs of Men

Set as Subject for Informative Talk

“A Tide In the Affairs of Men" will be the subject of the next Informative Talk, to be given by Mr. J. Calvin Brown, a former Caltech graduate. The talk will be given in the Board Room of the Administration Building.
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The Dulory Workers' Party is holding tonight's night strike as the biggest and most of all, the quietest. Nothing much happened, but the strike was called off early in the evening. At twelve, "Uncle Joe" Mansfield and his minister, Asaertshied, had a good laugh and promised to call the couples for their acclam. A house party culture content, was held, and some burly Barbra was chosen to represent Dulory at the May 14 ASCUT beauty contest.

At one o'clock, it was decided that all adverse activities would cease right now and everything would be as it was before.

Iceplant - This George Shaw has no love for the iceplant that adorns part of the Caltech campus should be by now rather obvious. That he is not alone in taking a dim view of the grasses staff is equally obvious. If a poll, "grass vs. iceplant," were to be taken on campus, there would be hostility on this part of this observer to predicting a 96.44 percent pure grass verdict.

Such is the strength of feeling on campus. But what is the chance that the iceplant will, in fact, be condemned to a merely historical role in the orbit of a lawn for many years to come?

To speak very frankly, if you name an easy as small as you choose, the chance of grass will be significantly smaller. And, in spite of Mr. Shaw's ardent accusation, the burden does not rest on Mr. Swale, as alleged ager who heads the Building and Grounds department. Nor does it lie with the Administration. Of the Institute, specifically on Mr. William Brock, the comptroller, sometimes pictured as an even more formidable magic than, among others, the pursuit of the Institute in his iron-liner's clatch.

The answer is not hard to find. The decision in this matter, as in all similar matters, is the responsibility of the Building and Grounds Committee.

There is an opinion, held by and are not aimed at her. It seems likely that under such condition an ice plant could only in the event of the destruction of both parties. We are engaged in that arm race now. With these things in mind, many of us have urged Mr. Truman as to establish a mutual disarmament. (There were more than a century against atomic war, there would be a good deal more sanity in the world.)

If there is some case of false pride which makes Mr. Truman decline to be Mr. Staljing the way we wish to see it with our any swallows this in realization of that what an atomic races one mean to the world.

Jim Rackner

MUSICAL BAEDEKER

In spite of impending midsummer slumber, the music teachers' committee turned out in full force to hear Artur Rubinstein in his only Pasadena appearance last week.

Big Event - The solo piano recital promulgated to be an important musical event in a comparatively lean season. Fausend's score was unevenly divided with four somewhat disappointed to hear a program consisting entirely of the new and modified pieces in Mr. Rubinstein's repertoire.

His excellent playing and flashy techniques helped make up for the deficiency in programming, however, and Artur Rubinstein appears to be one of the foremost pianists of our time.

Conductors - Fausend's score would conduct others; guest conductors will be presented in the following weeks. The programs engaged for the Saturday-night "popular" season.

Saturday Night - "As we do this," were to be taken on Monday night at which future plans and methods of improving the student branches of the American Composers' Society was presented to the national session at which the remaining four contestants presented their works, all of which were presented.

The convention was compiled with a field trip to Mount Wilson.

Musical Baedeker
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The Beaver Institute Party Celebration was not to be missed. After adjournment for the refreshments, those who were able to find a reserved seat immediately occupied the house-steady high bid in a thrilling contest. People could ring their cups up way down on the street below. The entertainment began with the invocation and was carried on indefinitely without a break. The music was laid on thick that day. All were welcome and to enjoy what we had. "Hog's" house is the first that sounds heard all evening were partly due to the personnel, but mostly due to "Dad" taking the floor. We are happy to report that Tom Bix, unbilled by his American Legion, was giving the crowd the Hollywood crud. We trust for the benefit of the younger generation a few comments from the author. "You are the Politic a l Opinion Poll. re cta ngular piece of monocry s- be ing gi ven his sidekick, Bill tion of the evening. The floor Next ..."

- **Campus**

The Beaver Institute Party Celebration was not to be missed. After adjournment for the refreshments, those who were able to find a reserved seat immediately occupied the house-steady high bid in a thrilling contest. People could ring their cups up way down on the street below. The entertainment began with the invocation and was carried on indefinitely without a break. The music was laid on thick that day. All were welcome and to enjoy what we had. "Hog's" house is the first that sounds heard all evening were partly due to the personnel, but mostly due to "Dad" taking the floor. We are happy to report that Tom Bix, unbilled by his American Legion, was giving the crowd the Hollywood crud. We trust for the benefit of the younger generation a few comments from the author. "You are the Politic a l Opinion Poll. re cta ngular piece of monocry s- be ing gi ven his sidekick, Bill tion of the evening. The floor Next ..."

- **Brewings**

The Beaver Institute Party Celebration was not to be missed. After adjournment for the refreshments, those who were able to find a reserved seat immediately occupied the house-steady high bid in a thrilling contest. People could ring their cups up way down on the street below. The entertainment began with the invocation and was carried on indefinitely without a break. The music was laid on thick that day. All were welcome and to enjoy what we had. "Hog's" house is the first that sounds heard all evening were partly due to the personnel, but mostly due to "Dad" taking the floor. We are happy to report that Tom Bix, unbilled by his American Legion, was giving the crowd the Hollywood crud. We trust for the benefit of the younger generation a few comments from the author. "You are the Politic a l Opinion Poll. re cta ngular piece of monocry s- be ing gi ven his sidekick, Bill tion of the evening. The floor Next ..."

- **Clu**

Diagonal means representation of the fact that the laboratory apprentices used to establish the principles of removing native marble from plastic. [From early patent.]
**Beaver Sports**

**THREE TOP TECH TRACK TEAMSTERS**

The three outstanding Beaver athletes shown above are Hal Tyson, Martin Wall, and Dwight Scherbrock. The trio gathered four firsts in the all-conference track meet, Saturday, Tyson took the 180-yard hurdles in 24.3 seconds.

**BOWLING**

Thorp Takes I.H. Trophy; Individual Awards Given

Those who watched the Varsity tennis team in action last week will note our boys are out both Oxnard and Redlands in the thrilling matches in pair Caltechs right up top of the Southern California Conference.

**CROWN**

129 N. Raymond - BY, 6-1000 FIRST TIME POPULAR PRICES

**CROWN**

**Conference Swim Meet Saturday; Oxy Favored**

The conference swimming meet will be held next Saturday in 110 o'clock in the Occidental pool. Oxy will be the favorite with Caltech, Pomona, and Redlands looks following in that order. Without a recent standing to determine inasmuch as no one of the conference teams have met the other teams.

**YOU'LL BE TALKING ABOUT THIS RECORD!**

"Funny What a Dime Can Do" The Mary Osborne Trio's latest dance disc

**IF THE OCCASION REQUIRES FLOWERS**

See the LAKE FLORISTS

124 South Lake Avenue
Call Stinson 3883

OPEN EVENINGS

**THE CALIFORNIA TECH**
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**Bull Pups First In Frosh Track Conference Meet**

Redlands' Frosh track team took and kept a commanding lead until 110 o'clock, then made a run to win the Southern California College Frosh meet, held Friday at Tournament Park.

In a close fight for the last three places, Caltech's jumper special event came in fourth, and a point behind them placed Pomona and Caltech of Whittier by a narrow 10 point.

Miller Wisco in Field Events

The only individual winner for Tech was Ar Miller, who scored 136 1/2 in. for a first in that event. Miller also got a point in the shot put for Tech's only other place in the field.

Track and Field Events

In one of the most exciting finishes of the meet, Walt Kellogg scored 19 ft. 3 3/4 in. for a first in the long jump event. Kellogg took first place in the 220 yard dash for a total of 21.5, which was won by Caltech.

Interscholastic Track Near Finals

With the scholastic year nearing an end, the Interscholastic Trophy race between Fleming and Delaney is reaching an exciting climax. Fleming currently leads Delaney by a narrow nine point single.

Interscholastic Trophy Race

Home Person Points

Fleming 132 Dickins IV 108

Hickel 121 Thacker

Blacker 35, Basket 17

Only tennis and the cashed sport remain on the I.S. calendar. The basketball scoring will be 25, 18, 15, and 15 for last place, while tennis scoring will be 15, 15, 5, and 5. The big day is assured of the Trophy for another 3 months if they allow first place in the hoop event, even though the Darke might take a record in basketball and a first in tennis. In this event, the final score would be Fleming at 130 points, and Delaney 135 points. Should Delaney take firsts in both the basketball and tennis competition and Fleming runners-up in each sport, the big day would still hold on to the trophy, by virtue of a 144 to 143 score.

Fleming, Dalney Win

in tennis matches last week, Delaney defeated Hickel 62, and Fleming aline out Blacker sport remam in the H.S. calendar. Fleming took a record from Thacker's, particularly.

**Sports Calendar**

May 27:

Baseball: 3:30 p.m. Thir at in M o nday.-

Tennis: 3:30 p.m. Thir at in M o nday.

May 28:

Baseball: 3:30 p.m. at Pomona.

Tennis: 3:30 p.m. at Pomona.

May 29:

Baseball: 3:30 p.m. at Pomona.

Tennis: 3:30 p.m. at Pomona.

May 30:

Baseball: 3:30 p.m. vs. Vassar. at Pomona.

May 31:

Baseball: 3:30 p.m. at Pomona.

Tennis: 3:30 p.m. at Pomona.

June 1:

Baseball: 3:30 p.m. vs. Vassar. at Pomona.

Tennis: 3:30 p.m. at Pomona.

June 2:

Baseball: 3:30 p.m. vs. Vassar. at Pomona.

Tennis: 3:30 p.m. at Pomona.

June 3:

Baseball: 3:30 p.m. vs. Vassar. at Pomona.

Tennis: 3:30 p.m. at Pomona.
Tech Tenpin Toppers Throttle Troy Twice in Two Tournaments

COKE
COCA-COLA

COKE

CARL'S 

Coke Mason Anderson talks it over with seventeen of his spring football endeavors. The Beaver pitcher coach is instructing a few weeks spring training period in preparation for next fall's football season. Pictured standing from the right are: George Suman, Bob Dugman, Bill Milchberger, Corg Marks, Dick Schaefer, Don Hildabird, Don Schmid, and Bill Ramer. Showing knowhow are Bill Bosin, Dallas Peck, Forest Allindred, Taylor Joyce, Roland Benson, Byron Karone, Odel Canvon, Neal Flays, and Carl Hiltchard.

COKE

Tech barony decided U.S.C. again this Monday at the Trojan Bowl in Los Angeles, thus evening both ends of this home-and-home match. The series didn't come so easily over as they both seemed finished with lower scores than last week. Total: Caltech, 296; U.S.C., 280.

COKE
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Yesteryear’s Los Angeles Express.

EARLY FOOTBALL WORK NETS GROUP OF HOPFULS

Preislermen Drop 11-6 Home Tilt to Tigers

Beaver Golfers Win Over Bulldogs; Poor Scores Mark Play

COKE

The Varsity holeseaters lost another conference game at Tournament Park Monday afternoon, windng up on the short end of the score 11-6.

COKE

Beaver Babes Troubled By Oxy Batters

The Beaver Freshman squad is flying high. It still has fans scratching their heads to how Day could blow a 7-5 lead for giving up 14 runs in the last four innings. The Baby batters did just that Saturday in their loss to Oxy’s Freshman squad 10-3.

COKE

Frosh Netmcn Squash Tigers In 6-2 Victory

The Beaverback racketeers & lady came through on Monday by decisively defeating their rivals from Eagle Rock. Even though the second double was cancelled because of lack of time in the second inning.

COKE

Change of Heart

Everyone seemed to have forgotten their troubles which have been as usual a brochure for these matches. After a dismal defeat by Redlands, the Beaverback Engineers took a 8-1 victory, the Oxy team was a decided improvement.

COKE

Clear Sweep

Against the Tigers, the Beaver back nine and the singles except for the one in Tournament Park have Orange and Black Tigers. Next year Bain’s arm should be a little higher which will prove to be the key to a better score.

COKE

TALKIN’ IT OVER with The Goat

Oxy Announces Rack Title

Beavers Last in Conference Meet As Schroeder Makes LH Mark

Despite the fine performance of local trackmen, the Beaver cinder squad settled for last place in the Conference Meet Saturday at Pomona. Ahead Redlands, Whittier, and Pomona.

COKE

Tyson Shines

Hall Tyson upset the 220 yard mete, by taking firsts in both the 220 and 440. According to past performances this year of Whitmer’s throw, the win was expected. But it was Hall Tyson’s day to shine, and he made the most of it. His winning mark of 47 ft. 6 in. brings him close to Don Tillimn’s C.I.T. record of 47 ft. 3 in. and considering the fact that Hall is only a sophomore, it is highly likely that will be the record in the near future.

COKE

As brilliant as Tyson’s performance, the record of 47 ft. 6 in is more setting up that the Tech trackmen pull in and Larry Schroeder who, in addition to taking a fourth in the 200 yard dash, also took the all Caltech record of 24.4 sec. in 100 yard dash.

COKE

Other points getting for the Tech team included Bob Funk who took third place in the 200 yard dash in a close race. Funk, who has been sidelined all season with a pulled muscle ran a solid race, but was not expected to win his place.

COKE

POISON PENNIES

Aside from the usual spread of events, there was an outstanding occurrence in the season’s finale, at Tournament Park. The “Second Annual Classics” of the Australians’ looking. However, a little supper had to be eaten, plus Tech trackmen in garnering plate lunches.

COKE

CARL’S 

Coke Mason Anderson talks it over with seventeen of his spring football endeavors. The Beaver pitcher coach is instructing a few weeks spring training period in preparation for next fall's football season. Pictured standing from the right are: George Suman, Bob Dugman, Bill Milchberger, Corg Marks, Dick Schaefer, Don Hildabird, Don Schmid, and Bill Ramer. Showing knowhow are Bill Bosin, Dallas Peck, Forest Allindred, Taylor Joyce, Roland Benson, Byron Karone, Odel Canvon, Neal Flays, and Carl Hiltchard.
CHAPMAN AND LAKE THEFT LEADS TO BEVONINE

Coach Ed Preiser's Varsity baseball team led up a surprising winning streak last week with a 6-2 victory over Champion Friday. Craig Stallkamp, and gave a fine 
Oxy in the fantastic eigth, in which 
Stallkamp, and Pfeiffer.
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